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CryptoLocker

• RansomWare done right
  – RSA:2048 (decrypt key on server)
  – AES: 256
  – WinCrypt Library

• Generated domains
  – Act as proxies
  – Identified server in South Africa
  – Acquired domain generation algorithm (DGA) for prevention
Working Group

- Sinkhole establishment
  - Georgia Tech, and others
- Law enforcement
  - USA and abroad
- C1, C2, and C3 acquisition
  - Multi-tier network
- DGA reversing
  - Ahead of the threat
Snapshot CryptoLocker Infection

United States- 61906 infections
Canada- 3102 infections
Brazil- 914 infections
Australia- 2502 infections
United Kingdom- 10589 infections
France- 975 infections
India- 2238 infections
Iran- 1441 infections
Thailand- 1241 infections
Indonesia- 1003 infections

Top 10 Cryptolocker Infections by Country

CryptoLocker

Waiting for payment activation

Payments are processed manually, therefore, the expectation of activation may take up to 48 hours.

The private key destruction is suspended for the time of payment processing.

Files will be decrypted automatically after payment activation.
Do not disconnect from the Internet or turn off the computer!
CryptoLocker Defense

• DGA Monitoring – SinkHole – Block – DGA
  – Same as OSX.FlashBack DGA

• Forensics – Analysis shows "tmp.tmp" file prior to finalizing encryption
  – Shutdown machine asap
• Deleted File Recovery Possible
• System Restore
Domain Generation Algorithm

- **Characteristics**
  - Random 4.0 bit/byte or higher
  - Generates 800-1020 domains per day
  - Only some will be used
    - There’s a clue
  - Many use non-standard top level domains (TLDs)
    - .biz
    - .info
  - **Static Pattern Analysis**
    - Non-existent domains (NXD)
    - Why is my network making these requests?
    - Cluster NXD’s
      - Entropy Scan/N-gram/Structure
      - TLD Scan